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Abstrat
This paper presents a novel method of generating
and applying hierarhial, dynami topi-based lan-
guage models. It proposes and evaluates new lus-
ter generation, hierarhial smoothing and adaptive
topi-probability estimation tehniques. These om-
bined models help apture long-distane lexial de-
pendenies. Experiments on the Broadast News
orpus show signiant improvement in perplexity
(10.5% overall and 33.5% on target voabulary).
1 Introdution
Statistial language models are ore omponents of
speeh reognizers, optial harater reognizers and
even some mahine translation systems Brown et
al. (1990). The most ommon language model-
ing paradigm used today is based on n-grams, loal
word sequenes. These models make a Markovian
assumption on word dependenies; usually that word
preditions depend on at most m previous words.
Therefore they oer the following approximation for
the omputation of a word sequene probability:
P
(
wN1
)
=
∏N
i=1
P
(
wi|w
i−1
1
)
≈
∏N
i=1
P
(
wi|w
i−1
i−m+1
)
where wji denotes the sequene wi . . . wj ; a ommon
size for m is 3 (trigram language models).
Even if n-grams were proved to be very power-
ful and robust in various tasks involving language
models, they have a ertain handiap: beause of
the Markov assumption, the dependeny is limited
to very short loal ontext. Cahe language models
(Kuhn and de Mori (1992),Rosenfeld (1994)) try to
overome this limitation by boosting the probabil-
ity of the words already seen in the history; trigger
models (Lau et al. (1993)), even more general, try to
apture the interrelationships between words. Mod-
els based on syntati struture (Chelba and Jelinek
(1998), Wright et al. (1993)) eetively estimate
intra-sentene syntati word dependenies.
The approah we present here is based on the
observation that ertain words tend to have dier-
ent probability distributions in dierent topis. We
propose to ompute the onditional language model
probability as a dynami mixture model of K topi-
spei language models:
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Figure 1: Conditional probability of the word peae
given manually assigned Broadast News topis
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)
· P
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i−1
1
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≈
K∑
t=1
P
(
t|wi−11
)
· Pt
(
wi|w
i−1
i−m+1
)
(1)
The motivation for developing topi-sensitive lan-
guage models is twofold. First, empirially speaking,
many n-gram probabilities vary substantially when
onditioned on topi (suh as in the ase of ontent
words following several funtion words). A more im-
portant benet, however, is that even when a given
bigram or trigram probability is not topi sensitive,
as in the ase of sparse n-gram statistis, the topi-
sensitive unigram or bigram probabilities may on-
stitute a more informative bako estimate than the
single global unigram or bigram estimates. Disus-
sion of these important smoothing issues is given in
Setion 4.
Finally, we observe that lexial probability distri-
butions vary not only with topi but with subtopi
too, in a hierarhial manner. For example, on-
sider the variation of the probability of the word
peae given major news topi distintions (e.g. busi-
ness and international news) as illustrated in
Figure 1. There is substantial subtopi proba-
bility variation for peae within international
news (the word usage is 50-times more likely
in international:middle-east than interna-
tional:japan). We propose methods of hierarhial
smoothing of P (wi|topit) in a topi-tree to apture
this subtopi variation robustly.
1.1 Related Work
Reently, the speeh ommunity has begun to ad-
dress the issue of topi in language modeling. Lowe
(1995) utilized the hand-assigned topi labels for
the Swithboard speeh orpus to develop topi-
spei language models for eah of the 42 swith-
board topis, and used a single topi-dependent lan-
guage model to resore the lists of N-best hypothe-
ses. Error-rate improvement over the baseline lan-
guage model of 0.44% was reported.
Iyer et al. (1994) used bottom-up lustering teh-
niques on disourse ontexts, performing sentene-
level model interpolation with weights updated dy-
namially through an EM-like proedure. Evalu-
ation on the Wall Street Journal (WSJ0) orpus
showed a 4% perplexity redution and 7% word er-
ror rate redution. In Iyer and Ostendorf (1996),
the model was improved by model probability rees-
timation and interpolation with a ahe model, re-
sulting in better dynami adaptation and an overall
22%/3% perplexity/error rate redution due to both
omponents.
Seymore and Rosenfeld (1997) reported signiant
improvements when using a topi detetor to build
speialized language models on the Broadast News
(BN) orpus. They used TF-IDF and Naive Bayes
lassiers to detet the most similar topis to a given
artile and then built a speialized language model
to resore the N-best lists orresponding to the arti-
le (yielding an overall 15% perplexity redution us-
ing doument-spei parameter re-estimation, and
no signiant word error rate redution). Seymore
et al. (1998) split the voabulary into 3 sets: gen-
eral words, on-topi words and o-topi words, and
then use a non-linear interpolation to ompute the
language model. This yielded an 8% perplexity re-
dution and 1% relative word error rate redution.
In ollaborative work, Mangu (1997) investigated
the benets of using existing an Broadast News
topi hierarhy extrated from topi labels as a ba-
sis for language model omputation. Manual tree
onstrution and hierarhial interpolation yielded
a 16% perplexity redution over a baseline uni-
gram model. In a onurrent ollaborative eort,
Khudanpur and Wu (1999) implemented lustering
and topi-detetion tehniques similar on those pre-
sented here and omputed a maximum entropy topi
sensitive language model for the Swithboard or-
pus, yielding 8% perplexity redution and 1.8% word
error rate redution relative to a baseline maximum
entropy trigram model.
2 The Data
The data used in this researh is the Broadast News
(BN94) orpus, onsisting of radio and TV news
transripts form the year 1994. From the total of
30226 douments, 20226 were used for training and
the other 10000 were used as test and held-out data.
The voabulary size is approximately 120k words.
3 Optimizing Doument Clustering
for Language Modeling
For the purpose of language modeling, the topi la-
bels assigned to a doument or segment of a do-
ument an be obtained either manually (by topi-
tagging the douments) or automatially, by using
an unsupervised algorithm to group similar dou-
ments in topi-like lusters. We have utilized the
latter approah, for its generality and extensibility,
and beause there is no reason to believe that the
manually assigned topis are optimal for language
modeling.
3.1 Tree Generation
In this study, we have investigated a range of hierar-
hial lustering tehniques, examining extensions of
hierarhial agglomerative lustering, k-means lus-
tering and top-down EM-based lustering. The lat-
ter underperformed on evaluations in Florian (1998)
and is not reported here.
A generi hierarhial agglomerative lustering al-
gorithm proeeds as follows: initially eah doument
has its own luster. Repeatedly, the two losest lus-
ters are merged and replaed by their union, until
there is only one top-level luster. Pairwise dou-
ment similarity may be based on a range of fun-
tions, but to failitate omparative analysis we have
utilized standard osine similarity (d (D1, D2) =
〈D1,D2〉
‖D1‖2‖D2‖2
) and IR-style term vetors (see Salton
and MGill (1983)).
This proedure outputs a tree in whih douments
on similar topis (indiated by similar term ontent)
tend to be lustered together. The dierene be-
tween average-linkage and maximum-linkage algo-
rithms manifests in the way the similarity between
lusters is omputed (see Duda and Hart (1973)). A
problem that appears when using hierarhial lus-
tering is that small entroids tend to luster with
bigger entroids instead of other small entroids, of-
ten resulting in highly skewed trees suh as shown
in Figure 2, α=0. To overome the problem, we de-
vised two alternative approahes for omputing the
interluster similarity:
• Our rst solution minimizes the attration of
large lusters by introduing a normalizing fa-
tor α to the inter-luster distane funtion:
d(C1, C2) =
< c(C1), c(C2) >
N(C1)α ‖c(C1)‖N(C2)α ‖c(C2)‖
(2)
α = 0 α = 0.3 α = 0.5
Figure 2: As α inreases, the trees beome more
balaned, at the expense of fored lustering
ǫ = 0 ǫ = 0.15 ǫ = 0.3 ǫ = 0.7
Figure 3: Tree-balane is also sensitive to the
smoothing parameter ǫ.
where N (Ck) is the number of vetors (dou-
ments) in luster Ck and c (Ci) is the entroid
of the ith luster. Inreasing α improves tree
balane as shown in Figure 2, but as α beomes
large the fored balaning degrades luster qual-
ity.
• A seond approah we explored is to perform
basi smoothing of term vetor weights, repla-
ing all 0's with a small value ǫ. By dereasing
initial vetor orthogonality, this approah faili-
tates attration to small entroids, and leads to
more balaned lusters as shown in Figure 3.
Instead of stopping the proess when the desired
number of lusters is obtained, we generate the full
tree for two reasons: (1) the full hierarhial stru-
ture is exploited in our language models and (2) one
the tree struture is generated, the objetive fun-
tion we used to partition the tree diers from that
used when building the tree. Sine the lustering
proedure turns out to be rather expensive for large
datasets (both in terms of time and memory), only
10000 douments were used for generating the initial
hierarhial struture.
0
Setion 3.2 desribes the hoie of optimum α.
3.2 Optimizing the Hierarhial Struture
To be able to ompute aurate language models,
one has to have suient data for the relative fre-
queny estimates to be reliable. Usually, even with
enough data, a smoothing sheme is employed to in-
sure that P
(
wi|w
i−1
1
)
> 0 for any given word sequene
wi1.
The trees obtained from the previous step have
douments in the leaves, therefore not enough word
mass for proper probability estimation. But, on the
path from a leaf to the root, the internal nodes grow
in mass, ending with the root where the ounts from
the entire orpus are stored. Sine our intention is to
use the full tree struture to interpolate between the
in-node language models, we proeeded to identify
a subset of internal nodes of the tree, whih ontain
suient data for language model estimation. The
riteria of hoosing the nodes for ollapsing involves
a goodness funtion, suh that the ut
1
is a solu-
tion to a onstrained optimization problem, given
the onstraint that the resulting tree has exatly k
leaves. Let this evaluation funtion be g(n), where
n is a node of the tree, and suppose that we want
to minimize it. Let g(n, k) be the minimum ost of
reating k leaves in the subtree of root n. When the
evaluation funtion g (n) satises the loality on-
dition that it depends solely on the values g (nj , ·),
(where (nj)j=1..kare the hildren of node n), g (root)
an be omputed eiently using dynami program-
ming
2
:
g(n, 1) = g(n)
g(n, k) = min
j1, , jk ≥ 1∑
k
jk = k
h (g (n1, j1) , . . . , g (nk, jk))(3)
Let us assume for a moment that we are inter-
ested in omputing a unigram topi-mixture lan-
guage model. If the topi-onditional distributions
have high entropy (e.g. the histogram of P (w|topic)
is fairly uniform), topi-sensitive language model in-
terpolation will not yield any improvement, no mat-
ter how well the topi detetion proedure works.
Therefore, we are interested in lustering douments
in suh a way that the topi-onditional distribution
P (w|topic) is maximally skewed. With this in mind,
we seleted the evaluation funtion to be the ondi-
tional entropy of a set of words (possibly the whole
voabulary) given the partiular lassiation. The
onditional entropy of some set of words W given a
partition C is
H(W|C) =
n∑
i=1
P (Ci)
∑
w∈W∩Ci
P (w|Ci) · log(P (w|Ci))
= 1
T
n∑
i=1
∑
w∈W∩Ci
c(w,Ci) · log(P (w|Ci)) (4)
1
the olletion of nodes that ollapse
2h is an operator through whih the values
g (n1, j1) , . . . , g (nk, jk) are ombined, as
∑
or
∏
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Figure 4: Conditional entropy for dierent α, luster sizes and linkage methods
where c (w,Ci) is the TF-IDF fator of word w in
lass Ci and T is the size of the orpus. Let us
observe that the onditional entropy does satisfy the
loality ondition mentioned earlier.
Given this objetive funtion, we identied the op-
timal tree ut using the dynami-programming teh-
nique desribed above. We also optimized dierent
parameters (suh as α and hoie of linkage method).
Figure 4 illustrates that for a range of luster sizes,
maximal linkage lustering with α=0.15-0.3 yields
optimal performane given the objetive funtion in
equation (2).
The eet of varying α is also shown graphially in
Figure 5. Suessful tree onstrution for language
modeling purposes will minimize the onditional en-
tropy of P (W|C). This is most learly illustrated
for the word politis, where the tree generated with
α = 0.3 maximally fouses douments on this topi
into a single luster. The other words shown also
exhibit this desirable highly skewed distribution of
P (W|C) in the luster tree generated when α = 0.3.
Another investigated approah was k-means lus-
tering (see Duda and Hart (1973)) as a robust and
proven alternative to hierarhial lustering. Its ap-
pliation, with both our automatially derived lus-
ters and Mangu's manually derived lusters (Mangu
(1997)) used as initial partitions, atually yielded a
small inrease in onditional entropy and was not
pursued further.
4 Language Model Constrution and
Evaluation
Estimating the language model probabilities is a
two-phase proess. First, the topi-sensitive lan-
guage model probabilities P
(
wi|t, w
i−1
i−m+1
)
are om-
puted during the training phase. Then, at run-time,
or in the testing phase, topi is dynamially iden-
tied by omputing the probabilities P
(
t|wi−11
)
as
in setion 4.2 and the nal language model proba-
bilities are omputed using Equation (1). The tree
used in the following experiments was generated us-
ing average-linkage agglomerative lustering, using
parameters that optimize the objetive funtion in
Setion 3.
4.1 Language Model Constrution
The topi-spei language model probabilities are
omputed in a four phase proess:
1. Eah doument is assigned to one leaf in the
tree, based on the similarity to the leaves' en-
troids (using the osine similarity). The do-
ument ounts are added to the seleted leaf's
ount.
2. The leaf ounts are propagated up the tree suh
that, in the end, the ounts of every inter-
nal node are equal to the sum of its hildren's
ounts. At this stage, eah node of the tree has
an attahed language model - the relative fre-
quenies.
3. In the root of the tree, a disounted Good-
Turing language model is omputed (see Katz
(1987), Chen and Goodman (1998)).
4. m-gram smooth language models are omputed
for eah node n dierent than the root by
three-way interpolating between the m-gram
language model in the parent parent(n), the
(m− 1)-gram smooth language model in node
n and the m-gram relative frequeny estimate
in node n:
Pˆn
(
wm|w
m−1
1
)
=
λ1n
(
wm−11
)
Pˆ
parent(n)
(
wm|w
m−1
1
)
+λ2n
(
wm−11
)
Pˆn
(
wm|w
m−1
2
)
+λ3n
(
wm−11
)
fn
(
wm|w
m−1
1
) (5)
with λ1n
(
wm−11
)
+ λ2n
(
wm−11
)
+ λ3n
(
wm−11
)
= 1
for eah node n in the tree. Based on how
λkn
(
wm−11
)
depend on the partiular node n and
the word history wm−11 , various models an be
obtained. We investigated two approahes: a
bigram model in whih the λ's are xed over
the tree, and a more general trigram model in
• Case 1: f
node
(w1) 6= 0
Pˆ
node
(w2|w1) =


P
root
(w2|w1) if w2 ∈ F (w1)
λ1 f
node
(w2|w1) · γ
node
(w1) + λ2Pˆ
node
(w2)
+ (1− λ1 − λ2) Pˆ
parent(node) (w2|w1) if w2 ∈ R (w1)
α
node
(w1) Pˆ
node
(w2) if w2 ∈ U (w1)
where
γ
node
(w1) =
1−
∑
w2∈F(w1)
f
node
(w2|w1)
(1+β)
∑
w2∈R(w1)
f
node
(w2|w1)
, α
node
(w1) =
β
(
1−
∑
w2∈F(w1)
f
node
(w2|w1)
)
(1+β)
(
1−
∑
w2∈F(w1)∪R(w1)
Pˆ
node
(w2)
)
• Case 2: f
node
(w1) = 0
Pˆ
node
(w2|w1) =


P
root
(w2|w1) if w2 ∈ F (w1)
λ2Pˆ
node
(w2) · γ
node
(w1)
+ (1− λ3) Pˆ
parent(node) (w2|w1) if w2 ∈ R (w1)
α
node
(w1) Pˆ
node
(w2) if w2 ∈ U (w1)
where γ
node
(w1) and α
node
(w1) are omputed in a similar fashion suh that the probabilities do sum to 1.
Figure 5: Basi Bigram Language Model Speiations
whih λ′s adapt using an EM reestimation pro-
edure.
4.1.1 Bigram Language Model
Not all words are topi sensitive. Mangu (1997) ob-
served that losed-lass funtion words (FW), suh
as the, of, and with, have minimal probability vari-
ation aross dierent topi parameterizations, while
most open-lass ontent words (CW) exhibit sub-
stantial topi variation. This leads us to divide the
possible word pairs in two lasses (topi-sensitive
and not) and ompute the λ's in Equation (5) in
suh a way that the probabilities in the former set
are onstant in all the models. To formalize this:
• F (w1) = {w2 ∈ V| (w1, w2) is xed}-the
xed spae;
• R (w1) = {w2 ∈ V| (w1, w2) is free/variable}-
the free spae;
• U (w1) = {w2 ∈ V| (w1, w2) was never seen}-
the unknown spae.
The imposed restrition is, then: for every word
w1and any word w2 ∈ F (w1) Pn (w2|w1) =
Proot (w2|w1) in any node n.
The distribution of bigrams in the training data
is as follows, with roughly 30% bigram probabilities
allowed to vary in the topi-sensitive models:
This approah raises one interesting issue: the
language model in the root assigns some probabil-
ity mass to the unseen events, equal to the single-
tons' mass (see Good (1953),Katz (1987)). In our
ase, based on the assumptions made in the Good-
Turing formulation, we onsidered that the ratio of
the probability mass that goes to the unseen events
and the one that goes to seen, free events should be
Model Bigram-type Example Freq.
xed p(FW |FW ) p(the|in) 45.3% least topi sensitive
xed p(FW |CW ) p(of|scenario) 24.8% ↓
free p(CW |CW ) p(air|cold) 5.3% ↓
free p(CW |FW ) p(air|the) 24.5% most topi sensitive
xed over the nodes of the tree. Let β be this ratio.
Then the language model probabilities are omputed
as in Figure 5.
4.1.2 Ngram Language Model Smoothing
In general, n gram language model probabili-
ties an be omputed as in formula (5), where(
λkn
(
wm−11
))
k=1...3
are adapted both for the parti-
ular node n and history wm−11 . The proposed de-
pendeny on the history is realized through the his-
tory ount C
(
wm−11
)
and the relevane of the history
wm−11 to the topi in the nodes n and parent (n).
The intuition is that if a history is as relevant in the
urrent node as in the parent, then the estimates in
the parent should be given more importane, sine
they are better estimated. On the other hand, if the
history is muh more relevant in the urrent node,
then the estimates in the node should be trusted
more. The mean adapted λ for a given height h
is the tree is shown in Figure 6. This is onsistent
with the observation that splits in the middle of the
tree tend to be most informative, while those loser
to the leaves suer from data fragmentation, and
hene give relatively more weight to their parent.
As before, sine not all the m-grams are expeted to
be topi-sensitive, we use a method to insure that
those m grams are kept xed to minimize noise
and modeling eort. In this ase, though, 2 lan-
guage models with dierent support are used: one
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Figure 7: Topi sensitive probability estimation for peae and piee in 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Figure 6: Mean of the estimated λs at node height
h, in the unigram ase
that supports the topi insensitivem-grams and that
is omputed only one (it's a normalization of the
topi-insensitive part of the overall model), and one
that supports the rest of the mass and whih is om-
puted by interpolation using formula (5). Finally,
the nal language model in eah node is omputed
as a mixture of the two.
4.2 Dynami Topi Adaptation
Consider the example of prediting the word follow-
ing the Broadast News fragment: It is at least on
the Serb side a real drawbak to the ? . Our topi
detetion model, as further detailed later in this se-
tion, assigns a topi distribution to this left ontext
(inluding the full previous disourse), illustrated in
the upper portion of Figure 7. The model identi-
es that this partiular ontext has greatest anity
with the empirially generated topi lusters #41
and #42 (whih appear to have one of their foi on
international events).
The lower portion of Figure 7 illustrates the topi-
onditional bigram probabilities P (w|the, topic) for
two andidate hypotheses for w : peae (the atu-
ally observed word in this ase) and piee (an in-
orret ompeting hypothesis). In the former ase,
P (peace|the, topic) is learly highly elevated in the
most probable topis for this ontext (#41,#42),
and thus the appliation of our ore model ombi-
nation (Equation 1) yields a posterior joint produt
P
(
wi|w
i−1
1
)
=
∑K
t=1
P
(
t|wi−11
)
· Pt
(
wi|w
i−1
i−m+1
)
that is
12-times more likely than the overall bigram proba-
bility, P (air|the) = 0.001. In ontrast, the obvious
austially motivated alternative piee, has great-
est probability in a far dierent and muh more dif-
fuse distribution of topis, yielding a joint model
probability for this partiular ontext that is 40%
lower than its baseline bigram probability. This
ontext-sensitive adaptation illustrates the eay
of dynami topi adaptation in inreasing the model
probability of the truth.
Clearly the proess of omputing the topi de-
tetor P
(
t|wi−11
)
is ruial. We have investigated
several mehanisms for estimating this probability,
the most promising is a lass of normalized trans-
formations of traditional osine similarity between
the doument history vetor wi−11 and the topi en-
troids:
P
(
t|wi−11
)
=
f
(
Cosine-Sim
(
t, wi−11
))
∑
t′
f
(
Cosine-Sim
(
t′, wi−11
))
(6)
One obvious hoie for the funtion f would be the
identity. However, onsidering a linear ontribution
Language Perplexity on Perplexity on
Model the entire the target
voabulary voabulary
Standard Bigram Model 215 584
History size Saled g (x) f (x) k-NN
100 yes x x2 - 206 460
1000 yes x x2 - 195 405
5000 yes
∗ x∗ x2∗ -∗ 192 (-10%) 389(-33%)
5000 yes 1 x - 202 444
5000 no x x2 - 193 394
5000 yes x x2 15-NN 192 390T
o
p
i

L
M
s
5000 yes ex xex - 196 411
Table 1: Perplexity results for topi sensitive bigram language model, dierent history lengths
of similarities poses a problem: beause topi de-
tetion is more aurate when the history is long,
even unrelated topis will have a non-trivial ontri-
bution to the nal probability
3
, resulting in poorer
estimates.
One lass of transformations we investigated, that
diretly address the previous problem, adjusts the
similarities suh that loser topis weigh more and
more distant ones weigh less. Therefore, f is hosen
suh that
f(x1)
f(x2)
≤ x1
x2
for x1 ≤ x2 ⇔
f(x1)
x1
≤ f(x2)
x2
for x1 ≤ x2
(7)
that is,
f(x)
x
should be a monotonially inreas-
ing funtion on the interval [0, 1], or, equivalently
f (x) = x · g (x), g being an inreasing funtion on
[0, 1]. Choies for g(x) inlude x, xγ(γ > 0), log (x),
ex.
Another way of solving this problem is through the
saling operator f ′ (xi) =
xi−minxi
maxxi−minxi
. By apply-
ing this operator, minimum values (orresponding to
low-relevany topis) do not reeive any mass at all,
and the mass is divided between the more relevant
topis. For example, a ombination of saling and
g(x) = xγ yields:
P
(
tj |w
i−1
1
)
=(
Sim(wi−11 ,tj)−mink Sim(w
i−1
1
,tk)
maxk Sim(wi−11 ,tk)−mink Sim(w
i−1
1
,tk)
)γ
∑
l
(
Sim(wi−11 ,tl)−mink Sim(w
i−1
1
,tk)
maxk Sim(wi−11 ,tk)−mink Sim(w
i−1
1
,tk)
)γ
(8)
A third lass of transformations we investigated
onsiders only the losest k topis in formula (6)
and ignores the more distant topis.
4.3 Language Model Evaluation
Table 1 briey summarizes a larger table of per-
formane measured on the bigram implementation
3
Due to unimportant word o-ourrenes
of this adaptive topi-based LM. For the default
parameters (indiated by
∗
), a statistially signif-
iant overall perplexity derease of 10.5% was ob-
served relative to a standard bigram model mea-
sured on the same 1000 test douments. System-
atially modifying these parameters, we note that
performane is dereased by using shorter disourse
ontexts (as histories never ross disourse bound-
aries, 5000-word histories essentially orrespond to
the full prior disourse). Keeping other parame-
ters onstant, g(x) = x outperforms other andidate
transformations g(x) = 1 and g(x) = ex. Absene
of k-nn and use of saling both yield minor perfor-
mane improvements.
It is important to note that for 66% of the vo-
abulary the topi-based LM is idential to the ore
bigram model. On the 34% of the data that falls in
the model's target voabulary, however, perplexity
redution is a muh more substantial 33.5% improve-
ment. The ability to isolate a well-dened target
subtask and perform very well on it makes this work
espeially promising for use in model ombination.
5 Conlusion
In this paper we desribed a novel method of gen-
erating and applying hierarhial, dynami topi-
based language models. Speially, we have pro-
posed and evaluated hierarhial luster genera-
tion proedures that yield speially balaned and
pruned trees diretly optimized for language mod-
eling purposes. We also present a novel hierar-
hial interpolation algorithm for generating a lan-
guage model from these trees, speializing in the
hierarhial topi-onditional probability estimation
for a target topi-sensitive voabulary (34% of the
entire voabulary). We also propose and evalu-
ate a range of dynami topi detetion proedures
based on several transformations of ontent-vetor
similarity measures. These dynami estimations of
P (topici|history) are ombined with the hierarhial
estimation of P (wordj |topici, history) in a produt
aross topis, yielding a nal probability estimate
of P (wordj |history) that eetively aptures long-
distane lexial dependenies via these intermediate
topi models. Statistially signiant redutions in
perplexity are obtained relative to a baseline model,
both on the entire text (10.5%) and on the target
voabulary (33.5%). This large improvement on a
readily isolatable subset of the data bodes well for
further model ombination.
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